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Aleph focuses on graphics and visual communication
at the autumn fairs
Aleph inaugurates an intense autumn with the fairs SGIA
of Las Vegas and Viscom of Milan, two highly
anticipated concomitant occasions to present the
innovations developed this year for LaForte technology.
The range of digital printers is constantly expanding, in
step with the conquest of new markets across the
border, and it is characterized by unique features that
set new printing trends for the graphics industry.
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The focus is on the LaForte 200 with a print light of up to
340cm, an industrial printer for large format sublimation
and the LaForte 400 Blue Back for the signage world
with new graphic pigment inks that guarantee long
lasting colors intended for important workloads.
The exclusive technology with rotary belt with air
vacuum system allows the use of different types of
papers such as transfer, blue back and melamine,
offers greater stability and therefore a qualitatively
unexceptionable yield. Moreover, not requiring the use
of glues or solvents, it allows greater safety for the
operator and, not least, greater respect for the
environment, while ensuring a print speed of up to 900
sqm.
The flexibility of LaForte is very well established by the
possibility of varying the configuration of the printer over
time depending on the actual loads and uses: it is
possible to increase the number of printheads and
modify the software and the mechanical elements on
the basis of production needs and therefore on the
basis of the expansion of the business.
To discover the features of LaForte 200 and the LaForte
400, these are the two events of 2018:
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. SGIA Expo 2018, Las Vegas: Booth 335
Products:
LaForte 200 Paper, wide format 340cm with sublimatic
dyes
LaForte 200 Fabric, 190 cm with textile pigment inks
. VISCOM, Milan: at Nuovadata Grafix Wide, Hall 12
E09/E17
Product:
LaForte 400 Paper Blue Back, 190 cm with graphics
pigment inks
The appointment is renewed at the beginning of the
new year with HEIMTEXTIL in Frankfurt, Booth J71, FESPA
in Monaco Booth B6 D35 and continues with the
unmissable appointment of ITMA in Barcelona from 20
to 26 June 2019 Booth H3 B131 where Aleph will
showcase new solutions for textile.
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Created in 1999 in the area of Como, the heart of the Italian textile manufacturing
excellence, Aleph is now a company with a solid know-how in the construction of
printing machines and in the development of supporting software.
From large format textile printers to drying systems, from proprietary software to
consumables, Aleph develops and manufactures technologically advanced
products for each individual printing process, and offers reliable after-sales
technical support services.
Aleph distributes in USA, UK, India and Turkey through reliable partners. For more
info, please visit alephteam.com.
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